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Stunning good looks and functionality 

for hospitals and health care areas

New technologies and concepts are shap-

ing the way in which modern hospitals op-

erate and the facilities they offer. Treatment 

methods are changing, and high-tech 

equipment is improving diagnostic capabili-

ties. The well-being of patients and staff is 

becoming just as important as contempo-

rary styling.

The fi nger on the pulse ...

... Zumtobel has been working with 

renown ed hospital de signers and operators 

for many years. Their exciting ideas born 

from practical experience, combined with 

the technical lighting competence of one of 

the leading suppliers of professional light-

ing concepts are the driving force behind 

lighting and medical supply systems that 

offer for ward-looking solutions to meet all 

the demands now being made on modern 

hospitals and healthcare settings. 

Compatible with lighting management 

systems 

All ELGADUCT systems are com  patible 

with use of the LUXMATE lighting manage-

ment sy stem and the wide variety of appli-

cation possibilities which LUXMATE opens 

up: dimming, decentralis ed control and 

monitoring, time-switch functions and 

the integration of other building services 

components such as blinds and air condi-

tioning.
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General lighting

The directed indirect com  p onent provides general lighting of at least 

100 lx. Sophisticated lighting  tech   nology ensures almost 100 % em-

anation of the light, and thereby provides particularly effective general 

lighting even in the depth of the room. Moreover, glare is avoided and a 

pleasant room impression is created, conveying calm and relaxation.

Reading light

The reading light provides an illuminance level of at least 300 lx. Precise 

direc tion of light makes sure that other patients in the room who need 

rest are not disturbed. This is ensured by sufficiently high illuminance 

levels and the removal of glare in areas susceptible to glare.

Examination lighting

For simple examinations at the bedside, for doctors’ visits, setting of 

in fusions and giving shots (but not for more extensive examinations and 

treatments), the reading light can be switched to fulfil a special ex-

amination function, or the reading light and the general lighting can be 

combined, depending on the model and version installed. In this case, the 

mean illuminance level along the longitudinal axis of the bed is 300 lx, at 

a uniformity level of at least Emin : Emax = 1 : 2. 

Night/orientation lighting (indirect) 

This lighting enables the nursing staff to look after patients and medical 

equipment during the night, without disturbing other patients. Minimum 

requirement: 5 lux at the level of the bed.

Guidance lighting (for orientation during the night)

The nightlight helps patients and care per sonnel to find their bearings 

du ring the night. It provides glare-free light. 

Prismatic direction of light

Prismatic structures in the luminaire diffuser assist almost 100 % emana-

tion in the case of indirect li ght. With direct lighting they ensure removal 

of glare in potentially affected areas. 

Refl ector direction of light

The light is directed and emanated via optimised reflector optics. They 

en able precise direction of light onto the useful plane, meeting highest 

requirements in terms of illuminance.

Micro-vane lighting technology

An innovative principle ensures lighting with excellent glare control that 

provides 300 lux at the reading level. With the micro-vane louvre, the opti-

cal system sets new standards in terms of glare control – in both longitu-

dinal and lateral directions.

Waveguide direction of light

The light provided by the T16 light source is coupled into a tapering SLC® 

waveguide. Inside the side lighting coupler (SLC®), the light is emi t  ted and 

directed downwards via a combination of precisely ar ranged linear prisms 

on the rounded upper side and microprisms on the underside, thereby 

achieving minimal glare and optimal direction of light.

Flexible lighting module

This lighting module is a movable reading light that can be moved without 

interfering with the electrical installation. The reading light can be easily 

adjusted, allowing flexible arrangement of beds for installing medical ap-

paratus at the bedside. It is also possible to convert a multi-bed room into 

a single-bed room without major effort.

Pictograph index

Supply section

The supply section is made of extruded aluminium. All surface finishes 

are resist ant to conventional disinfectants.   

Communications equipment

Communications equipment complying with all current standards can be 

fitted into the medical supply unit. These include, for instance, system 

components for bedside operated devices, light and nurse-call systems, 

television, data and telephone outlets, which are completely wired and 

assembled in the factory.

Mains-power components

The system allows in stallation of mains-power com    ponents such as safe ty 

sockets, switches, mo m entary-action switches and dimmers as well as 

potential equalisation so ckets which are wired to the central connection 

point ready for use.

Medical gases

The medical supply unit houses different media for medical gas supply. 

A gas duct integrated in the supply section contains the medical quality 

copper pipes from the respective outlet to the central connection point.

Design options

The design theme of the patient’s room can be picked up by the colour of 

the medical supply sy stem, thereby creating a harmonious atmosphere. 

Depending on the product used, surfaces may be either powder-coated in 

RAL colours or present a natural anodised finish, or wood veneer panels 

can be used to match the room design. 

CE mark certifi es

The CE mark certifies that a product has met all relevant European direc-

tives. Luminaires that bear this mark (without a code number) are not 

medical products according to currently applicable legislation. They meet 

all normative and legal requirements that are placed on a luminaire used 

in hospitals. 

ELGADUCT medical supply units are medical devices (class IIa) and cor-

respond to the legal requirements under Annex II of Directive 93/42/EEC, 

based on the quality management system and EN ISO 13485, as well as 

the provisions of the Medical Devices Act. 
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Succinct design, warm radiation
BELIA soothes

A luminaire without edges and corners, yet clear and noticeable: 

the lighting technology of the BELIA single-bed luminaire is incorpo-

rated within a particularly flowing design that satisfies requirements 

for more homeliness in care environments. The rounded forms ap-

pear warm and friendly and uniform curves provide peace of mind for 

the observer. And the form underlines the function: thanks to the 

distinct subdivision of the luminaire into two levels for indirect and 

direct light, a clear visual classification is assured. And with materials 

and colours, highest priority was given to an attractive, clean appear-

ance. High-quality aluminium, powder-coated with a uniform colour 

(metallic grey) underlines BELIA’s elegant character.
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1 Micro-vane lighting technology

2 Indirect light: T16 2 x 39/54 W

3 Direct light: T16 1 x 24 W

4 Ballast (electronic ballast)

5 Prismatic diffuserzumtobel.com/belia

Design BELIA | npk industrial design

“The design of an aeroplane wing, streamlined and with all 

components arranged in a compact way, was the inspiration 

for a completely new type of single-bed luminaire. This creat-

ed the basis for optimum integration of unique direct-lighting 

technology. Its clean, elegant character with rounded corners 

gives BELIA an appealing, patient-friendly appearance.”
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One luminaire – four lighting scenes
BELIA is adjustable

Room lighting  

Reading light

Examination lighting

Night/orientation lighting
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Room lighting 

BELIA really creates lighting conditions for 

well-being. The room is fed with indirect light 

right into its corners, and longitudinal prisms 

within the diffuser are a clever detail with 

great effect. They restrict a direct view into 

the luminaire and instead create a feeling of 

well-being with optimum light distribution.

Examination lighting 

Thanks to the interplay of room lighting 

and direct light, BELIA assures precise and 

focused examination lighting, thus guaran-

teeing doctors and care personnel good 

working conditions.

Reading light 

When people must spend most of their time 

in bed, a high- quality, gentle light relieves 

the burden of a hospital stay and promotes 

recovery. BELIA provides a reading light for 

patients that conforms with relevant stand-

ards, disturbing neither the patients nor their 

neighbours and is always available within 

reach, independent of room lighting. 

Optionally, the reading light is also available 

with innovative LED technology.

Night/orientation lighting 

The night lighting linearly integrated within 

the luminaire body gently penetrates the 

darkness. For this purpose, BELIA accom-

modates a compact fluorescent lamp with 

indirect light distribution or an LED solution 

positioned next to the room lighting reflector. 

What’s special: despite the lateral arrange-

ment, the symmetry of the luminaire is not 

affected.

Compatible and extremely contact-friendly –

optional supply elements for BELIA

BELIA has, at least on the outside, the dimensions of a classical 

single-bed luminaire and yet at a length of 580 mm offers space for 

several supply components. The infeed of these occurs centrally on 

the rear side.

1   One or two flush-fitted, integrated safety sockets

2   A nurse call system that allows a comfortable switching of reading light 

via an optionally integrated impulse switch

3   A flush-fitted, integrated telecommunications/data socket

For medical purposes, BELIA is simply linked up to a medical supply 

unit such as CONBOARD or CONCAVE. The result is an attractive 

supply solution that provides both energy, communications and data 

systems as well as medical gases.

1 2 3



CUREA
Modern lighting culture 
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CUREA uses innovative waveguide technology for direction of light 

and harnesses it to provide a new lighting culture in ho s p itals and 

healthcare settings. CUREA features aesthetic, contemporary design 

and ensures a pleasant room atmosphere, glare-free lighting and 

also mini mises reflections on display screens of diagnostic equipment 

and other technical medical apparatus. CUREA harmoniously com-

plements horizontally and verti cally installed medical supply sy     s tems 

building them into attractive supply solutions. CUREA also boasts 

every feature needed for perfect bedside lighting when looking after 

the elderly: the soft light produced by waveguide technology is gentle 

on both care personnel’s and patients’ eyes, and CUREA’s plain lan-

guage of form helps achieve a calm, discreet room impression.

1 Waveguide

2 Indirect light: T16 2 x 54 W

3 Direct light: T16 1 x 39 W

4 Ballast (electronic ballast)

zumtobel.com/curea

Design CUREA | Bea Fröis

The CUREA housing is made of 

extruded aluminium section, the 

surface is powder-coated in 

RAL titanium colour. 

We recommend using Incidur® 

or Aspesin® for cleaning the 

waveguide.



Waveguide technology is based on a light guide made of acrylic 

glass with an applied microprismatic structure, and ensures se lective 

direction of light. It produces largely low-glare light and pleasant and 

uniform room lighting. Direct viewing of the light source is prevented 

and annoying reflections on smooth surfaces and LCD screens are 

minimised.   

CUREA exploits the properties of the special SLC® linear wave guide 

which tapers outwards. The light provided by the T16 lamp is cou-

pled into the tapering SLC® waveguide. Inside the linear waveguide 

the light is di rected downwards via a combination of precisely 

arranged linear prisms on the rounded upper side and microprisms 

on the underside.

CUREA SLC® Waveguide

General lighting

As built-in indirect components, two 

T16/54 W lamps provide uniform ge neral 

lighting introducing a living-room ambi-

ence. A small portion of the light gently 

illuminates the waveguide module.

Examination lighting

Examination lighting in conformity with 

standards is achieved by switching on the 

direct reading light and indirect room 

lighting simultaneously.

Reading light

A T16/39 W lamp provides the pa t ient with 

glare-free reading light via the waveguide 

module.

Night light

The indirect component is also fitted with 

an E14/10 W lamp. This ensures that both 

staff and patients can find their bearings 

during the night. 

EVG

indirect

EVG

direct

EVG

night lighting

EVG

indirect/direct
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PURELINE single-bed luminaire
Freedom of design all the way down the line

Harmonised in terms of design, the luminaire and channel are 

mutually independent units. The fact that the system channel is 

available in two versions – for either horizontal or vertical instal-

lation – makes the PURELINE lighting and medical supply unit 

both fl exible and extremely attractive to designers. 

Single-bed luminaire

As a visually attractive single-bed luminaire, PURELINE is bound 

to impress thanks to its plain lines, unruffled elegance and health-

ful light. For the patient, it brings a note of homeliness into the 

often unfamiliar environment of the hospital. Even as a single-bed 

luminaire, PURELINE easily meets the requirements placed on per-

fect general, reading, examination and night lighting. Upgrading 

to “Active” makes it possible to simulate the changing colours and 

intensity of daylight.

Vertical supply unit

As a vertically installed medical supply unit, PURELINE cuts quite 

a dash. Installed alongside or between patients’ beds, the required 

supply connections converge in a central location, making them 

easily accessible. This enables the vertical supply unit to work as 

either a single-bed or two-bed solution.

Vertical supply section: 

Combined with individual luminaire, suita-

ble for requirements up to intermediate 

care level.

Integrated orientation lighting: 

Where PURELINE is installed vertically, a 

night light can be unobtrusively integrated 

– inconspicuous during the day, showing 

the way at night.  
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PURELINE
Design with innate values

The lighting concept can lend a room a cosy feel, especially in medi-

cally used areas where architecture and equipment have to fulfil a 

large number of functional tasks.

PURELINE integrates the light ing and medical supply unit into the 

architecture as a horizontal axis, producing a lighting effect that does 

everyone involved good – a lighting effect that can be adjusted to an 

extremely wide variety of situations and tasks, creates pools of light, 

provides accent lighting and never overlooks one important factor: 

the need for economy through maximum energy efficiency. 

PURELINE meets the most exacting human, economic and ecologi-

cal requirements.
1 Room lighting

2 Low-voltage wiring

3  Built-in electrical components

4 Mains-voltage wiring

5   Copper tubes for medical gases 

and vacuum

6 Reading light

zumtobel.com/pureline
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Design PURELINE | Torsten Fritze & Matthias Burhenne

“PURELINE – reduced in its dimensions and form to a minimum, 

yet in its function extended far beyond what is usual – builds 

a bridge to a space-creating design element, which in its 

purity and formal elegance opens up new possibilities of inte-

rior design.”
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Top marks for lighting quality
A benefi cial combination of several light sources

General lighting 

Two slimline T16 lamps are the frugal energy sources 

for healthful ambient lighting with good visual comfort. 

Specially desig ned reflectors guarantee excellent light 

distribution, besides an outstanding light output ratio. 

“The right amount of the right light at the right time.” 

Le Corbusier

Whether at the patient’s instigation, brought about by the staff or unex-

pectedly quickly – as soon as the situation in the care room changes, 

PURELINE can respond by changing its appearance. Extremely diverse 

lighting requirements ranging from daily ward rounds through to every-

day activities such as reading, eating or communicating can be catered 

for by finely coordinated combinations of indirect room light and direct 

lighting. At the same time, its unique compact system channel means 

that PURELINE is a medical supply unit, almost without anyone noticing.
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Examination lighting 

In the case of doctors’ visits, examinations and medi-

cal treatment, glare-free light with high illuminance 

and excellent colour rendition is indispensable. 

Through a well-balanced combination of indirect room 

lighting and dimmable direct light, PURELINE offers 

ideal visual conditions for doctors and nursing staff.  

Gentle night/orientation lighting 

In order to make it easier for both nursing staff and 

patients to find their way around during the night, 

PURELINE can be fitted with an extra 5 W compact 

fluorescent lamp or an LED solution.

Reading lighting 

The reading light, which can be adjusted as a stand-

ard feature of the luminaire module, can be perfectly 

arranged to suit the patient’s bed, enabling the de-

signer to make fine adjustments during the installation 

phase. Lighting scenes can be personalised without 

disturbing the occupants of adjacent beds. 

Optionally, the reading light is also available with 

innovative LED technology.



Hubertus Sander Linus Hofrichter

Multifunctional medical supply system
Every aspect of CONBOARD impresses

In practical terms, CONBOARD is an extremely flexible supply system 

providing mains power components, telecommunications and data 

technology as well as medical gases. Very straight-line, top quality, 

highly functional.

Integrating light and designing CONBOARD as a front panel lends 

CONBOARD an additional emotional dimension. The inno vative front-

panel system with its flush-fitted medical supply unit clearly deline-

ates the patient’s personal space. Its width of 1.6 m neatly takes up 

the same space as a bed with a bedside table. Its high-pressure 

coated surface made of natural wood blends into any archi tectural 

setting, clearing the way for a diverse range of creative design looks.

The CONBOARD front-panel system 

stands out because of the sophisti-

cated way it coordinates lighting and 

medical supply components.

zumtobel.com/conboard

Design CONBOARD | Sander.Hofrichter Architekten

“Design schemes for patients’ rooms are moving closer and 

closer to hotel rooms rather than rooms on a hospital ward. 

This is why we wanted a medical supply unit that would 

perform several functions simultaneously. 

Concentrating the medical modules in a confi ned space and 

bringing them together at a central functional level was just 

as important to us as deliberate ly ensuring that the technical 

components remained visually unobtrusive.”

The CONBOARD front-panel system 

stands out because of the sophisti cated 

way it coordinates lighting and medical 

supply components.
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The right light for every situation
CONBOARD moves with the times

Light for a pleasant room effect

Indirect light fills the room with a friendly atmosphere. The ceiling is 

brightly lit and light is reflected uniformly throughout the entire room.

Light for reading

Direct light optimised using the very latest computer technology 

pleasantly illuminates the head of the patient’s bed. As a reading 

light, it is totally glare-free and does not disturb the patient in the 

adjacent bed. 

Light for examinations

Glare-free light with high illuminance and good colour rendition is 

indispensable for doctors and care staff. CONBOARD makes even 

difficult visual tasks easier with its balanced combination of indirect 

and direct examination light.

Light for orientation

A maintenance-free LED slipper light built into the underside of the 

medical supply system illuminates the floor immediately beside the 

patient’s bed. Together with an optional night light, it ensures safety 

and makes it easier to find one’s way around during the night.
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CONBOARD embodies expe ri ence and knowledge accumu-

lated during 30 years of re searching, developing and manu-

facturing medical supply units and lighting solutions for 

hospitals and healthcare settings.  

 

A lighting module specially developed by Zumtobel tops the multi-

functional front-panel system. With its straight lines and unclut-

tered look, it is the logical continuation of an overall concept that 

is archi tec turally restrained. It is a reading, examination, room and 

night light all in one, and has been optimised for all application 

areas using the very latest CAD methods and manufacturing 

techniques. CONBOARD lighting modules are ideally equipped for 

use in medically used rooms. The fully enclosed luminaires meet, 

among other requirements, the standard for lighting in clinical 

areas and are very easy to clean.

Front-panel system

–   Just 55 mm deep*

–   High-pressure coated surface, impact-

resistant and scratchproof, resists 

cleaning agents and disinfectants

–   Easy to clean thanks to flush-mounted 

design without exposed joints

–   Also provides ramming protection

Timeless: CONBOARD with classic CUREA bedside luminaire.

Minimalist: CONBOARD with PURELINE surface-mounted luminaire.

Surface-mounted on wall

–   Just 50 mm deep*

–   Form-fit top pieces in same colour as 

section (exception: titanium-colour 

powder coating in case of anodised 

sections)

*  Overall depths vary due to different in-

stallation methods. The section used for 

all versions has a 50 x 120 mm cross 

section.

Recessed into wall

–   Recessed depth only 60 mm* (plus 

space required for rear cable entry)

–   Easy-to-install mounting frame (flange 

width 25 mm)

–   Suitable for cavity walls with wall thick-

ness from 10 mm to 35 mm

–   Mounting frame in RAL colours, 

powder-coated or natural anodised 

finish

Combine as you please –  

CONBOARD can cope with individual connections

The neutral design of the CONBOARD medical 

supply unit gives designers and lighting designers 

maximum freedom to combine elements as they 

choose. All CONBOARD models are characterised by 

their exceptionally shallow overall depth. The resulting 

space saving is a major advantage in both new build-

ing and refurbishment projects. The medical supply 

unit sits unobtrusively on the wall and blends incon-

spicuously into an extremely wide variety of architec-

tural settings.



Design CONBOARD NP | Nickl & Partner Architects

CONBOARD NP
Media panel

CONBOARD NP combines technology and design as well as safety 

and good looks. The supply unit provides plenty of freedom, in tech-

nical as well as creative design terms. The CONBOARD NP lighting 

modules have been perfectly fitted for use in medical areas. With the 

ZBOX lighting management system, patients, doctors and visitors 

can adjust all luminaires in the room to provide harmonious, gentle 

lighting.

In modern hospitals and healthcare settings, a living-room ambience 

helps to enhance the patient’s sense of well-being and stimulate the 

recovery process. Accordingly, the interior design of the patient’s 

room is of major importance, making new demands on the design of 

contemporary lighting and supply systems. In terms of form, colour 

and materials, they should harmonise with the room’s fittings and 

furniture.

On the occasion of the competition “Architecture & Health” organised 

by the journals AIT and XIA, the new product received an award of 

distinction in the sphere of health, social welfare and living. The 

Jury’s argumentation: 

“The product shows great respect for a humane atmosphere in 

health care settings. Space and technology are integrated into one 

serial product, combining medical as well as design functions. 

Applicability, maintenance and variety in spite of serial production 

are being taken into account in an exemplary manner. The interaction 

between designers and industrial manufacturers during product 

development is of a trend-setting dimension.”
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Clinics and care homes are no longer sterile, impersonal environ-
ments – instead they are becoming places to stay that have to cater 
for growing demands for greater comfort and more ambience. 
Achieving a “patient hotel” feel calls for homely fixtures and fittings, 
sympathetic lighting in rooms and medical supply units that are not 
visually overpowering. This makes spaces more comfortable to live 
and work in, in functional as well as emotional terms. 
Zumtobel offers a modular design solution for a greater sense of 
well-being in patients’ rooms in the shape of its innovative and func-
tional IMWS lighting and supply unit. This wall system was developed 
as part of the Green Hospital Program. This international alliance of 
clinics, doctors and experts is committed to sustainable medical sup-
ply and using resources in an ecologically responsible manner.
IMWS is a homely looking unit that hides its inner workings; it fits  
elegantly against the wall and combines medical supply with opti-
mum lighting. All the necessary connections are close beside the  
patient’s bed where they are actually needed. Various lighting scenes 
are available at the push of a button: for patients who want the flexi-
bility to liven up their daily routine with agreeable lighting scenes as 
well as for care staff and doctors who need to accomplish their tasks 
with great care.
The wall system has no sharp edges or surfaces where dust can  
accumulate. Sterility and good looks go hand in hand here.  
IMWS has achieved certification as a medical device.

IMWS
Integrated medical wall system
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Even though IMWS is a complete, integrated wall system that com-
bines homely lighting and supply units, many of its details can be 
varied. The system can be built in widths that are suitable for single, 
twin or multi-bed structures. The height of the system can vary from 
2.5 m to 2.8 m to suit specific customer requirements.  
The type, number and position of the supply connections are  
flexible and the terminal block can be positioned on the right, in the 
middle or on the left. The customer chooses the decorative finish  
and materials. An equipment rail is available for attaching various  
accessories.



This modular IMWS wall system is breaking new ground in terms of 

lighting technology. The luminaire that provides general lighting in the 

patient’s room is not surface-mounted on the wall, as usual, but is 

flush-mounted into the wall system. The room light virtually dis-

appears into the wall. Nevertheless, intelligent direction of light 

ensures that the room is uniformly and brightly lit. To achieve this, 

wide-angle light distribution directs light onto the ceiling, which 

indirectly provides the room with uniform brightness. This accentu-

ates the homely lighting feel. The room can be given an even more 

homely feel by using other luminaires to brighten up vertical sur faces. 

Another benefit: when dimmed, the room light can also fulfil the 

legally required night-light function. It does this in conformity with 

applicable standards regardless whether the luminaire is fitted with 

T16 fluorescent lamps or LEDs.

The reading light is set up so that it only illuminates the reading plane 

of the patient in the bed where the light is located. It delivers light 

that is perfectly matched to suit the particular visual task (300 lux 

and uniform luminance levels). Micro-prismatic optics ensure that 

patients and care staff are well protected against glare. The light is 

directed precisely to ensure that it does not disturb patients in 

adjacent beds or visitors either.

The orientation light makes it easier to find one’s way around in the 

room in the night. Fitted on the underside of the wall system, it 

brightens up the manoeuvring area alongside the bed. Ground-level 

lighting ensures that sleeping patients are not disturbed, never theless 

providing a greater sense of security.

Lighting technology
The right light in the right place

Reading light / orientation light

Both luminaires are optimally placed in the 

aluminium section.

Examination light

Supports the meticulous work performed 

by doctors and care staff.

Room lighting

Indirect light produces an agreeable room 

atmosphere.

Reading plane

1100 mm from the floor

Examination plane

850 mm from the floor



27Shapes and materials
Anything that is easy to care for stays looking good for longer

System

The support structure of the modular wall system consists of 

vertical aluminium sections. These securely attach the supply 

elements and the decorative elements. The power supply, terminal 

block and high- and low-voltage current connections are accom-

modated in the vertical supply units. The connections and their 

position (right, middle or left) are variable. Ports for medical gases 

are fitted on the front and therefore easily accessible. The luminaires 

are flush-mounted in the horizontal elements between the vertical 

units. The system’s appearance and finish are also flexible. 

Customers can choose their own design and materials. We are 

always happy to cater for special preferences.

All the luminaires feature premium lighting quality and easy cleaning. 

Special optics ensure good glare control and a PMMA top coat 

makes the luminaires especially easy to look after. The luminaires are 

flush-mounted in the wall with a narrow aluminium frame.

Hygiene

Special attention was paid to hygiene during development of the 

module wall system. Examples of specific precautions taken to 

ensure easy cleaning and disinfecting include flush-mounted socket 

outlets and the smooth surfaces of the luminaires and walls. The 

decorative elements fit seamlessly into the sections and are therefore 

easy to keep clean. IMWS is positioned away from the floor and 

makes floor cleaning easier because it does not create any additional 

edges. The bright examination light makes actual cleaning work 

simpler.

Compliance with standards

IMWS is a (Class IIa) medical device and meets the legal require-

ments according to Appendix II of European Directive 93/42/EEC. 

This is based on the Quality Management System used by Zumtobel 

and a comprehensive management system for designing and 

manufacturing medical devices in accordance with EN ISO 13485. 

The product thus meets the requirements of the Medical 

Devices Act. 0366

Wall panel

A choice of surface finishes. Flush-mounted, 

therefore easy to clean.

Reading light

Optimum direction of light thanks to bevelled 

section, which allows reading without distur-

bing patients in adjacent beds. In combinati-

on with the room lighting, it ensures suffici-

ent brightness for examinations.

Electrical components

Aluminium section with integral supply 

elements.

Medical gases

Easily accessible, front-mounted.

Room lighting

Built-in, dust-protected luminaire for intense, 

glare-free indirect light.



VE-W
Living-room ambience

ELGADUCT VE-W introduces a living-room ambience to hospitals 

and healthcare settings with its decorative design and care fully 

selected materials. This living-room ambience creates a feeling of 

well-being and makes the patient’s stay in hospital far more pleasant.  

Modern technology

The decorative exterior of VE-W conceals state-of-the-art lighting 

and medical supply technology. It allows neat, reliable integration of 

all components generally used in healthcare settings, from general 

lighting, examination and night/orientation lighting through to medi-

cal gas supply as well as monitoring and communication systems. 

VE-W/V is also available as a vertical supply system.

Unlimited options

Decorative front panels made of various materials provide plenty 

of scope for creative design: wood veneer finishes (see illustration 

below) are available off the shelf and lend a feel of warmth; 

discreetly illuminated glass or, on request, powder-coated RAL 

surfaces create the desired mood. 

zumtobel.com/ve-w
Design VE-W | Da Costa + Wolf
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1 Room lighting insert

2 Low-voltage wiring

3 Copper pipes for medical gases and 

 vacuum

4 Mains-voltage wiring

5 Reading and examination light

6 RAL powder-coated front panel

7 Decorative panel

8 Glass

9 Transparent plastic

The ELGADUCT VE-W section

is made of extruded aluminium. The concave front panel – inter-

rupted by glass elements in the vicinity of the luminaire – is availa-

ble in the basic ver sion either with a RAL powder-coating or with 

decorative elements. The housing cross-section (220 x 142 mm) 

provides space for all the lighting and medical supply components 

needed at the patient’s bedside, e.g. lighting, mains-power, com-

munications equipment and medical gases.

Transparent plastic Natural maple 

(soft Thermopal 

FO4/020)

Light wild pear 

(Thermopal 

F14/002 Str.049)

Safety glass Steamed beech 

(Thermopal 

F37/009 Str.049)

RAL colours

Luminaire diffusers Surface fi nishes (selection shown)
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Examination lighting (indirect/direct)

Reading lighting (direct)

General lighting (indirect)

Lighting technology

VE-W lighting equipment meets the requirements of European stand-

ard EN 12464. The lighting technology used is perfectly de sig ned for 

the kind of lighting re quired in standard care situations.

General lighting

The lighting insert for indirect room lighting can optionally be fitted 

with 1 or 2 lamps or with T16/39 W or T16/58 W fluorescent lamps 

as well as with T16/54 W. The top of the luminaire insert is covered 

flush by impact-resistant polycarbonate (easy to clean).

Reading and examination lighting

High-grade specular reflector optics ensure perfect lighting quality 

and ideal direction of light. This makes sure that patients in adjacent 

beds are not disturbed when the reading light is switched on at night. 

Two types of lamp can be fitted for reading/ examination lighting: 

T16/24 W or TC-L/36 W. The brightness of the reading or examina-

tion lighting can be ad justed by step switching or by using a 

LUXMATE lighting management system.

Night/orientation lighting

This indirect background lighting helps care staff and patients find 

their bearings at night time. Light-source options: TC/5 W compact 

fluorescent lamps.

VE-W
Lighting types and technology
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Mains-power components

VE-W allows to fit system components that comply with all lo  cally 

applicable national standards, e.g. safety sockets, switches, 

momentary-action switches, dimmers, potential equalisation sock-

ets, flush-mounted as per DIN 42 801. Execution (installation, wiring 

and testing) is in conformity with relevant standards. VE-W has 

obtained the CE mark for class IIa medical devices according to EU 

Directive 93/42/EEC. Wiring is run in separate trunking with snap-on 

flame-retardant plastic covers. Built-in components such as safety 

sockets, switches, etc. are ready for connection to the central 

connection point. Minimum conductor cross-sectional areas are 

1.5 mm² for sockets, 2.5 mm² for protective conductors (individually 

detachable), and 6 mm² for potential equalisation.

Communications equipment

Communications equipment of all common makes and patient moni-

toring systems for relaying vital functions can be completely wired 

and assembled in VE-W at the factory, for instance:

– Emergency nurse call/emergency call

– Diagnostic call

– TV/radio transmission

– Network/Internet

Outlets for telephone, Internet and telecommunication or data 

networks can be installed and wired to suit the customer’s re quire-

ments. Wiring is routed to the central connection point in separate 

trunking with snap-on flame-retardant plastic covers. The types and 

grades of cabling used meet the relevant specifications.

Medical gases

DVE-W medical gas supply provides for up to three different medical 

gases or vacuum per bed unit. An integral gas duct routes the 

copper tubes (8–12 mm Ø) from the particular outlet to the central 

connection point.

The CU pipes used meet the medical quality specifications demand-

ed in the relevant standards. Execution (manufacture, installation and 

testing) of the medical gas system is in conformity with standards. 

The easy removal of front panels and outlet cover plates makes the 

maintenance of gas outlets very straightforward.

Mains power supply

VE-W’s well thought-out feed system allows simple, fast con nection 

to the building’s wiring system. With VE-W, the central connection 

point can be at the rear or on the front (left/right). Connections for 

sockets, communication components or med ical gas supply are 

grouped to gether with the installations on site and kept separate in 

accordance with relevant standards.
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2 Low-voltage wiring

3 Spare
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5  Copper pipes for medical gases and 

vacuum

6 Reading and examination light



Attractive combination

Used in combination with the CUREA wall-mounted lumi-

naire, the supply section becomes a space-creating light 

and medical supply system that offers perfect functionality 

as well as being a highly attractive design feature.

Both functional and stylish

The variant with a vertical supply channel 

(VE-W/V) is especially im  pressive thanks to 

its ease of hand ling and elegant looks. 

The lateral outlets for various media are easily accessible 

and simple to operate. If the gas valves are built in 

laterally, the uncluttered appearance of the vertical supply 

channel is enhanced even further.

An additional “night light” (can be fitted optionally) makes 

it easier for care staff and patients to find their way round 

in the room at night.

zumtobel.com/ve-l

VE-W/V
Freedom of action
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In VE-L, the well-protected, easy-to-clean reading light has been integrated 

into the underside of the section. 
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Professional technology – 

taste fully integrated into VE-L

VE-L boasts an elegant design. The different types of surface finishes 

av ailable can be used to help de ter  mine the look of the care setting: 

the natural “light beech” finish lends an air of cosiness whereas the 

aluminium finish with a fine pinstripe texture cre ates an impression of 

marked practicality.

The pleasantly elegant external appearance of VE-L/VE-L/V is 

enhanced by inconspicuously integrated functionality. Electrical 

and communication outlets remain concealed at first glance but are 

nevertheless easily acc essible and user-friendly, and outlets for 

medical gases and the reading light merge seam   lessly into the design 

of the basic system.   

Changes in room layout – VE-L/V adjusts

In situations where the lighting in healthcare settings needs to ad apt 

quickly and flexibly to changing treatment methods and care situa-

tions, VE-L/V comes into its own. Its well thought-out design enables 

unrestricted positioning of a reading light in the horizontal plane, 

thereby providing ple nty of scope for creative lighting design. 

VE-L/V responds to changes in room layout quickly and without 

major effort. The adjustable VE-L/V luminaires can be relocated, while 

the reading and examination lights remain in the ideal position just 

above the patients’ beds. 

The integrated indirect luminaire provides general lighting in conform-

ity with relevant standards; reading and examination lights can be 

adjusted by changing the position of the reading light component. 

VE-F medical supply unit

With its elegant, linear character, the VE-F medical supply unit blends 

into the room’s existing architecture unobtrusively, quietly and mat-

ter-of-factly, setting new standards in flexibility when it comes to the 

lamps to be fitted. Thus, flexible medical supply system components 

can be incorporated on the front and bottom sides, corresponding to 

their medical application. The gas outlets are integrated on the bot-

tom side at an easy-to-reach operation height and covered by caps. 

All typical technical lighting features such as ambient lighting, read-

ing, examination and night light are accommodated in an attractive, 

easy-to-clean housing, in addition to the supply outlets for mains 

power and communications systems.

VE-L/V adjustable reading light

1 Reflectors for direct/indirect  

 room lighting

2 Copper pipes for medical gases  

 and vacuum

3 Low-voltage wiring

4 Mains voltage wiring

VE-F maximum supply

1 Reflectors for direct/indirect  

 room lighting

2 Copper pipes for medical gases  

 and vacuum

3 Low-voltage wiring

4 Mains voltage wiring

VE-L fi xed reading light

1  Reflectors for direct/indirect  

room lighting

2 Copper pipes for medical gases  

 and vacuum

3 Low-voltage wiring

4 Mains voltage wiring

VE-L, VE-L/V and VE-F
Tastefully integrated or fl exiblel
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With VE-L/V, the reading light’s position can be adjusted 

as required.
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VE-L and VE-L/V
Lighting and supply

Mains-power components

VE-L makes it possible to fit sy stem components that meet an 

extremely wide range of local ly applicable national re quire ments, e.g.:

– Safety sockets 

–   Switches, momentary-action switches, dimmers

–  Equipotential bonding pin, flush-mounted version 

(to DIN 42801)

Communications equipment

VE-L can be fitted with any common communications equipment. 

System units of bedside-operated equipment for selecting radio pro-

grammes, night calls and nurse emergency calls are completely wired 

and assembled at the factory. VE-L is also available with telephone 

sockets on request. 

Medical gases

Up to three different media can be carried in the VE-L section for 

technical gas supply. The pipes are housed in a separate outer duct 

with snap-on cover. The duct provides sufficient space for three cop-

per pipes.

Central connection

The lines of the medical supply unit and of the building’s wiring 

system are connected separately from each other to the central feed 

point. The feed point is located at the start of the medical supply 

unit. Supply from the building can be connected at the rear or on 

the front.



General lighting

Indirect light ensures general lighting in conformity with standards. 

Uniform illumination of the room produces a homely atmosphere. 

The use of T26 and T16 linear luminaires for indirect lighting ensures 

optimum light distribution. The following models are available: 

single- or twin-lamp design T16/39 W or T16/58 W. The flush-mount-

ed top cover of the luminaire housing is made of impact-resistant 

polycarbonate.

Reading and examination lighting

The reading/examination lights are fitted with high-grade spe cular re-

flector optics which guarantee high lighting quality and precise direc-

tion of light. The di    f f  user is made of laminated glass. The following 

lamps can be fitted: T16/24 W and TC-L/36 W. The brightness of the 

reading/examination lights can be controlled either by step switching 

or by using a LUXMATE lighting management system.

Night/orientation lighting

A night light that emits indirect light shows care staff and patients 

their way round so that they can get their bearings more easily at 

night time: TC/5 W compact fluorescent lamp.

Flexible:

VE-L/V in a twin-bed room. The adjustable reading light component 

allows the beds to be positioned flexibly.
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CONCAVE
Perfect all-round medical supply system

zumtobel.com/concave
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CONCAVE 400 

(six pipes)

CONCAVE 200 

(three pipes)

CONCAVE 300 

(five pipes)

CONCAVE 100 

(two pipes)

1  Cover section with 

mounting track 

(anodised)

2 Front panel

3 Wall-mounting plate

4  Copper pipe for medical 

gas and vacuum

5  Space for installing 

mains-power and com-

munications equipment, 

gas outlet valves

Intensive nursing wards, re cov ery stations, pre-operative and post- 

operative departments, and accident and emergency treatment areas 

rely heavily on technology: they need medical gases, sensitive high-

tech monitoring and diagnostic equipment, communications equip-

ment and lighting systems.

CONCAVE provides a tidy, spa ce-saving medical supply system for 

all the media needed in in tensive care locations. All outlets are easily 

accessible and ergonomically arranged, regardless of whether the 

system is installed vertically or horizontally. This is vital for profes-

sionals working in critical areas. The product will also smoothly adjust 

to the depth of supply required. In case of exacting equipment re-

quirements, the dual system (CONCAVE 400) will display all its 

strengths.

Design CONCAVE | Olaf Barski

“When we designed this new medical 

supply unit, we attached great 

importance to giving the product a 

plain, calm look. What really brings 

this modular unit to life is the simple 

way its straight and concave com-

ponents fi t together.”

BELIA bedside luminaire 

combined with 

CONCAVE 200/100
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CONCAVE’s extruded aluminium section is flush-mounted on the wall 
using wall fixing components. Screwless cover trims that are availa-
ble in a natural anodised finish or RAL colours 9006 and 9002 as 
standard (other RAL colours available on request) emphasise the 
consistent, harmonious surface structure of the medical supply unit. 
Section co v ers in a natural anodised finish are available with or with-
out integral mounting track. This enables monitors and compact 
medical equipment to be arrang ed as required.
The load carrying capacity of the mounting track is 50 kg per running 
metre. CONCAVE is supplied ready for connection as an individually 
tested medical supply unit. Like the pipes from the gas outlet valves, 
the electrical wiring for mains-power and communications equipment 
is routed to a central connection point that can be fed either from the 
rear or from the front.

Mains-power components
All common mains-power components such as safety sockets for 
standard supply systems as well as SV and ZSV, switches, momen-
tary-action switches, dimmers, equipotential bonding pins (flush-
mounted) and CEE outlets can be integrated into the system and are 
ready for connection to the medical supply unit’s central connection 
point. In compliance with IEC standard 60364-7-710, safety plugs are 
to be fitted with a function indicator (e.g. LED).
 
Mains power supply 
At the central feed point, the individual connections for mains-power 
and communi cations equipment and medical gases are grouped  
 together and kept separate in accordance with relevant standards. 
All con nections for all types of energy can be individually disconnect-
ed from the building’s wiring sy stem. Connections for mains-power 
and communications are arrang ed on separate, individually tag ged 
and numbered spring-type terminals. All incoming protective conduc-
tor connections are grouped to gether on a PE bus and bonded to the 
basic section of the medical supply system using a 16 mm² bus. This 
is internally used as a bus for individual connections of protective 
conductors throughout the entire system. Potential equalisation sock-
ets are also connected in conformity with standards. Connections for 
me dical gas supply are unmistakably identified by lo cating outlets in 
different positions.

Communications equipment
System components of light call and nurse emergency call sy s tems 
as well as outlets for tele communications equipment and patient 
monitoring apparatus can be fitted. 

Medical gases 
Gas outlets for medical gases and vacuum are installed and tested at 
the factory ready for connection. CONCAVE 200 can accommodate 
up to six gas pipes (8–12 mm Ø + 1 x 15 mm Ø for anasthetic gas 
extraction). The CU pipes used are of medical device quality and in 
line with relevant standards.

CONCAVE 
Design and technical features
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Accessories

Gear tray 
–   Dimensions: 540 x 360 mm
–   Two 38 mm clutches (for fastening on 

Twinport 1000) 
–   Colour of coated elements: 

RAL 9006 
–   Gear tray material: stainless steel 
–   Load-bearing capacity: 40 kg;  

deadweight: approx. 8.5 kg

Order no. 24 156 293

Gear tray with drawer
–   Dimensions: 540 x 360 mm
–   Two 38 mm clutches (for fastening on 

Twinport 1000) 
–   Colour of coated elements: RAL 9006 
–   Gear tray material: stainless steel 
–   Load-bearing capacity: 40 kg;  

deadweight: approx. 14 kg 
–   Fully extendable drawer

Order no. 24 156 290

Screen support
–   Dimensions: 300 x 200 mm
–   Edge protection
–   To be fastened directly on 38 mm  

supporting tube 
–   Colour of coated elements: RAL 9006 
–   Load-bearing capacity: 8 kg;  

deadweight: 1.8 kg

Order no. 24 156 292

Twinport 1000 equipment holder
–   2 carriages
–   4 horizontal bearings in upper part
–   2 angular bearings in upper part
–   2 vertical bearings in lower part
–   1000 mm stainless steel pipe  

(Ø 38 mm) with plastic caps
–   Covering caps on screws
–   Locking lever brake on upper part
–   Colour of coated elements: RAL 9006
–   2 sliding stoppers 
–   Load-bearing capacity: 75 kg;  

deadweight: approx. 4.2 kg

Order no. 24 156 221

Twinport 1000 equipment holder  
with infusion stand
– 2 carriages
–   4 horizontal bearings in upper part
–   2 angular bearings in upper part
–   2 vertical bearings in lower part
–   Stainless-steel single-hand stand  

(Ø 38/25 mm) 
–   4-hook bottle holder (stainless steel) 
–   Covering caps on screws 
–   Locking lever brake on upper part 
–   Colour of coated elements: RAL 9006 
–   2 sliding stoppers 
–   Load-bearing capacity: 75 kg;  

deadweight: approx. 8 kg

Order no. 24 156 289

TWINPORT 1200 equipment holder  
with accessories
–   3 carriages
–   1 locking lever brake
–   2 sliding stoppers
–   Single-hand stand, stainless steel  

(Ø 38/25 mm)
–   4-hook bottle holder, curved  

(stainless steel)
–   1 V2A screen support (300 x 200 mm)
–   1 screen support with glass tray 

(540 x 360 mm) and drawer (RAL 9006)
–   1 V2A gear trunking (25 x 10 x 558 mm)
–   1 wire basket, 250 x 90 x 200 mm  

(RAL 9006)
–   Colour of coated elements: RAL 9006
–   Covering caps on screws
–   Load-bearing capacity: 75 kg  

deadweight: approx. 30 kg

Order no. 24 160 313

V2A gear trunking
– 25 x 10 x 558 mm
–   38 mm clutch
–   Colour of coated elements: RAL 9006 
–   Trunking material: stainless steel 
–   Load-bearing capacity: 30 kg;  

deadweight: 0.7 kg

Order no. 24 156 291

 

 


 


Infusion stand 
–   25  x 1800 mm
–   Made of polished stainless steel
–   2 clamps for trunking (25 x 10 mm) 
–   4-hook bottle holder 
–   Load-bearing capacity: 4 x 2 kg;  

deadweight: approx. 2.5 kg

Order no. 24 145 036

Screen support with drawer
–   Dimensions: 540 x 360 mm
–   To be fastened on CONCAVE trunking 
–   Distance of lower supports according  

to central position 
–   Load-bearing capacity: up to 40 kg,  

deadweight: approx. 13 kg 
–   Colour of coated elements: RAL 9006 
–   Gear tray material: stainless steel

Order no. 24 145 034

Screen support without drawer
–   Dimensions: 540 x 360 mm
–   To be fastened on CONCAVE trunking
–   Distance of lower supports according  

to central position
–   Load-bearing capacity: up to 40 kg,  

deadweight: approx. 8.5 kg
–   Colour of coated elements: RAL 9006
–   Gear tray material: stainless steel

Order no. 70 394 758
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Zumtobel is the internationally leading supplier of integral lighting solutions for 

professional interior and exterior lighting applications.

We provide unique customer benefits by integrating technology, design, 

emotion and energy efficiency. Under the Humanergy Balance concept, we com-

bine the best possible ergonomic lighting quality for an individual’s well being with 

the responsible use of energy resources. The company’s own 

sales organisa tions in twenty countries, as well as commercial agencies in fifty 

other countries, form an international network of experts and design partners 

providing professional lighting consulting, design assistance and comprehensive 

services.

Lighting and sustainability 

In line with our corporate philosopy “We want to use light to create worlds of ex-

perience, make work easier and improve communications and safety while re-

maining fully aware of our responsibility to the environment”, Zumtobel offers en-

ergy-efficient high-quality products, while at the same time making sure that our 

production processes based on the considerate use of resources are 

environmentally compatible. 

zumtobel.com/sustainability

Order no. 04 570 552-EN 11/11  © Zumtobel Lighting GmbH 

Technical data was correct at time of going to press. 

We reserve the right to make technical changes without 

notice. Please contact your local sales office for further 

information. For the sake of the environment: Luxo Light is 

chlorine-free paper from sustainably managed forests 

and certified sources.

YEAR GUARANTEE

Top quality – with a fi ve-year guarantee.

As a globally leading luminaire manufacturer, 

Zumtobel provides a five-year guarantee for its 

complete product range with effect from 

1 April 2010.

zumtobel.com/guarantee
natureOffi ce.com | AT-000-000000
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United Kingdom

Zumtobel Lighting Ltd.

Unit 4 - The Argent Centre, 

Pump Lane

Hayes/Middlesex UB3 3BL

T +44/(0)20 8589 1800

F +44/(0)20 8756 4800

uksales@zumtobel.com 

www.zumtobel.co.uk

USA and Canada

Zumtobel Lighting Inc.

17-09 Zink Place

Fair Lawn, New York 07410

T +1/(0)973/340 89 00

F +1/(0)973/340 98 98

zli.us@zumtobel.com

www.zumtobel.us

Australia and New Zealand

Zumtobel Lighting Pty Ltd

333 Pacific Highway

North Sydney, NSW 2060

T +61/(2)8913 5000

F +61/(2)8913 5001

info@zumtobel.com.au

www.zumtobel.com.au

China

Zumtobel Lighting China 

Shanghai office

Room 101, 

No 192 YIHONG Technology Park

Tianlin Road, Xuhui District

Shanghai City, 200233, P.R. China

T  +86/(21) 6375 6262

F  +86/(21) 6375 6285

sales.cn@zumtobel.com

www.zumtobel.cn

Hong Kong

Zumtobel Lighting Hong Kong

Unit 319, Level 43,

Tower 1, Metroplaza, 

223 Hing Fong Road, 

Kwai Chung, N.T.

T +852/(0)2503 0466

F +852/(0)2503 0177

info.hk@zumtobel.com

India

Zumtobel Lighting GmbH

A 274, 1st Floor,

Defence Colony,

110024 New Delhi

T +91/98 102 19 531

enquiries.india@zumtobel.com

Singapore

Zumtobel Lighting Southeast Asia

5 Kaki Bukit Crescent, 

#04-02 Koyotech Building

416238 Singapore

T +65 6844 5800

F +65 6745 7707

info.sg@zumtobel.com

United Arab Emirates

Zumtobel Lighting GmbH (Branch)

Dubai Airport Free Zone, 

Building 6W, B Block, 233 

PO Box 54302 

Dubai

T +971/(0)4 299 3530

F +971/(0)4 299 3531

info@zumtobeluae.ae

Romania 

Zumtobel Lighting Romania SRL

Tipografilor 11–15, 

S-Park Office, Wing A1-A2

013714 Bucharest

T +40 312253801

F +40 312253804

romania@zumtobel.com 

www.zumtobel.com

Hungary 

Zumtobel Lighting Kft

Lomb u. 15

1139 Budapest

T +36/(1) 35 00 828

F +36/(1) 35 00 829

office.hu@zumtobel.com 

www.zumtobel.hu

Croatia, Serbia, 

Bosnia and Herzegovina 

Zumtobel Licht d.o.o.

Radnička cesta 80 – Zagrebtower

10000 Zagreb

T +385/(1) 64 04 080

F +385/(1) 64 04 090

hrvatska@zumtobel.com 

srbija@zumtobel.com

bih@zumtobel.com

Czech Republic and 

Slovak Republic

Zumtobel Lighting s.r.o.

Jankovcova 2

Praha 7

170 00 Praha

T +420/(2) 66 782 200

F +420/(2) 66 782 201

praha@zumtobel.com

www.zumtobel.cz

Poland

Zumtobel Licht GmbH Sp.z.o.o.

Przedstawicielstwo w Polsce

Platinium III

ul. Wołoska 9a

02-583 Warszawa

T +48/(22) 856 7431

F +48/(22) 856 7432

info@zumtobel.pl

www.zumtobel.pl

Slovenia

Zumtobel Licht d.o.o.

Štukljeva cesta 46

1000 Ljubljana

T +386/(1) 5609 820

F +386/(1) 5609 866

slovenija@zumtobel.com

www.zumtobel.si

Russia

Zumtobel Lighting GmbH

Official Representative Office

Skakovaya Str. 17

Bld. No 1, Office 1104

125040 Moscow

T +7/(495) 945 36 33

F +7/(495) 945 16 94

info-russia@zumtobel.com

www.zumtobel.ru

Norway

Zumtobel Belysning

Hoffsveien 4

Postboks 1025 Hoff

0218 Oslo

T +47 22 06 50 50

F +47 22 06 50 52

firmapost@zumtobel.com

www.zumtobel.no

Sweden

Zumtobel Belysning

Birger Jarlsgatan 57

113 56 Stockholm

T +46 8 26 26 50

F +46 8 26 56 05

info.se@zumtobel.com

www.zumtobel.se

Denmark

Light Makers AS

Indiavej 1

2100 København/Copenhagen

T +45 35 43 70 00

F +45 35 43 54 54

lm.sales@lightmakers.dk

www.lightmakers.dk

Headquarters

Zumtobel Lighting GmbH 

Schweizer Strasse 30

Postfach 72

6851 Dornbirn, AUSTRIA

T +43/(0)5572/390-0

F +43/(0)5572/22 826

info@zumtobel.info

Zumtobel Licht GmbH 

Grevenmarschstrasse 74-78

32657 Lemgo, GERMANY

T +49/(0)5261 212-0

F +49/(0)5261 212-7777

info@zumtobel.de

www.zumtobel.com

Track and spots

Modular l ighting systems

Down-/Uplights

Recessed luminaires

and pendant luminaires

Task, wall and uplights

Continuous row and batten luminaires

High-bay luminaires

Luminaires with extra protection

Lighting management

Emergency l ighting

Medical supply systems

Surface-mounted



ELGADUCT

Lighting and medical 

supply systems for health 

and care.

zumtobel.com/elgaduct


